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ABSTRACT – Sporomorphs (pollen and spores) have an outer wall composed of sporopollenin. Sporopollenin chemistry contains both a signature of ambient ultraviolet-B flux and taxonomic information, but it is currently unknown how sensitive this is to standard palynological processing techniques. Oxidation in particular is known to cause physical degradation to sporomorphs, and it is expected that this should have a concordant impact on sporopollenin chemistry. Here, we test this by experimentally oxidizing Lycopodium (clubmoss) spores using two common oxidation techniques: acetolysis and nitric acid. We also carry out acetylation on eight angiosperm (flowering plant) taxa to test the generality of our results. Using Fourier Transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, we find that acetylation removes labile, non-fossilizable components of sporomorphs, but has a limited impact upon the chemistry of sporopollenin under normal processing durations. Nitric acid is more aggressive and does break down sporopollenin and reorganize its chemical structure, but when limited to short treatments (i.e. ≤10 min) at room temperature sporomorphs still contain most of the original chemical signal. These findings suggest that when used carefully oxidation does not adversely affect sporopollenin chemistry, and that palaeoclimatic and taxonomic signatures contained within the sporomorph wall are recoverable from standard palynological preparations.
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INTRODUCTION

Sporomorphs (pollen and spores) are the reproductive vectors of land plants. The outer sporomorph wall, or exine, is formed of a highly durable biopolymer called sporopollenin (Brooks & Shaw, 1968, 1978; Ariizumi & Toriyama, 2011). Sporopollenin is resistant to physical, biological and chemical attack, providing sporomorphs with a high preservation potential and an abundant fossil record that extends to the colonization of the land by plants in the Ordovician c. 470 Ma (Rubenstein et al., 2010). The study and use of sporomorphs has traditionally been linked to taxonomy based on the morphology of the individual grains (von Post, 1916; Traverse, 1988). Recent studies have demonstrated the utility of exine chemistry, both as an indicator of past ultraviolet-B flux (Rozema et al., 1999, 2001a, 2001b; Rozema, 2002; Blokker et al., 2005; Watson et al., 2007; Lomax et al., 2008, 2012; Fraser et al., 2011, 2014a; Willis et al., 2011) and as a taxonomic tool in palynology (Pappas et al., 2003; Dell’Anna et al., 2009; Steemans et al., 2010; Zimmermann, 2010). The chemical composition of sporopollenin is evolutionarily highly conserved (Fraser et al., 2012), making exine chemistry a potentially useful tool over extended geological time-scales (Fraser et al., 2014a).

Despite being highly resistant, sporopollenin is susceptible to oxidation, which will degrade and destroy sporomorphs that remain in oxic environments for long periods (Havinga, 1984; Traverse, 1988; Twiddle & Bunting, 2010); however, oxidation is a necessary stage in standard sporomorph processing procedures (Traverse, 1988; Faegri & Iversen, 1989; Wood et al., 1996). Oxidation is used to remove extraneous organic debris such as cellulose and plant tissue, which would otherwise decrease sporomorph concentrations and obscure grains, hindering identification and counting. Naturally, oxidative treatments have to be mild and short enough to limit damage to the sporomorphs themselves. Two methods of oxidation that are commonly used in fossil pollen preparation are acetylation and treatment with nitric acid (Traverse, 1988; Faegri & Iversen, 1989; Wood et al., 1996). Both types of oxidation can be carried out at room temperature, but heating is often used in the preparations to accelerate and intensify the oxidation process (Wood et al., 1996).

Acetylation, using a mix of acetic anhydride ([CH\(_3\)CO\(_2\)]O) and sulphuric acid (H\(_2\)SO\(_4\)), is used in Quaternary and Recent palynology where unconsolidated sediment samples (Faegri & Iversen, 1989), pollen traps (Gosling et al., 2003) and honey (Lieux, 1980) are processed. Acetylation is also frequently used when preparing sporomorphs harvested directly from modern plant specimens, to remove the cellular protoplasm, the cellulose-based inner pollen wall (intine) and outer proteins and lipids, and thus increase the clarity of exinal structural features that are present in fossil specimens (Traverse, 1988). Stronger oxidizing agents, such as nitric acid (HNO\(_3\)) and Schulze’s reagent (a mixture of HNO\(_3\) and potassium chlorate [KClO\(_3\)]) are typically used when processing rock samples (Traverse, 1988; Wood et al., 1996), where the
dispersed organic matter has undergone diagenetic changes during post-burial compaction and/or thermal maturation.

The physical effects of oxidative treatments on sporomorphs are well known: initial darkening of the exine, increased size, degradation and, in time, destruction (Johnson 1985; Traverse, 1988; Wood et al., 1996; Lebrerton et al., 2010). However, there is currently much less of an understanding of how oxidation affects sporomorph chemistry, and what this means for recovering information on UV-B flux and plant taxonomy from standard palynological preparations, and from fossil sporomorphs that have undergone natural oxidation prior to burial. Previous studies (Hemsley et al., 1996; Rozema et al., 2001a; Blokker et al., 2005) have demonstrated a decline in the concentration of aromatic compounds (including UV-B absorbing phenolic compounds) in sporomorphs following oxidation. However, it is not clear if these chemical changes represent alteration of the exine or simply loss of the protoplasm, intine and outer compounds, or whether different oxidation methods affect sporomorph and sporopollenin chemistry in similar ways, and these questions are yet to be comprehensively addressed in a rigorous experimental framework.

In this study we test the impact of oxidation on sporopollenin chemistry by experimentally oxidizing Lycopodium (clubmoss) spores with both acetolysis and nitric acid, at room temperature and at 90°C, and over a range of durations from one minute to four hours. We use Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy to characterize changes in sporopollenin chemistry, and contrast these with the physical impacts of oxidation that can be observed during routine palynological analysis.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

Oxidation experiments were carried out on Lycopodium spores sourced from Sigma-Aldrich Co., which comprise a mix of different Lycopodium species. For all treatments 2.3ml of oxidizing agent was added to 0.2 ml of dry Lycopodium spores. To test the effect of the oxidizing agents over different durations, we oxidized samples for 1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 30, 60, 120 and 240 min, with 6 replicates per time interval. Treatments were run both at room temperature, and at 90°C in a water bath.

For treatments with acetolysis, nine parts acetic anhydride ([CH₃CO]₂O) was mixed with one part sulphuric acid (H₂SO₄) to produce the acetolysizing agent (Faegri & Iversen, 1989). After the designated time interval, the centrifuge tubes were tipped up with glacial acetic acid (CH₃COOH) to stop the reaction, and then centrifuged for 10 min and the supernatant decanted. The centrifuge tubes were then tipped up with water, centrifuged and decanted twice more. For treatments with nitric acid (HNO₃), 70% nitric acid was used. The centrifuge tube was tipped up with water to stop the reaction, centrifuged for 10 min and the supernatant decanted. As with the acetolysis treatments, the samples were then tipped up with water and centrifuged twice, to remove the remaining acid. The samples were then air-dried for IR analysis.

In addition to the oxidized treatments, two controls were used, with six replicates. Untreated spores were used to observe the initial chemical state of the sporopollenin. To replicate previous analyses on modern material with FTIR (e.g. Lomax et al., 2008; Fraser et al., 2011) we also treated a set of replicates with acetone ([CH₃]₂CO), washing the sample and removing the supernatant four times, and allowing the samples to air dry. In total we produced 228 samples for chemical analysis (two oxidizing agents × two heat levels × nine time intervals × six replicates, plus the 12 control samples).

One replicate from each treatment was examined under a microscope and photographed to compare physical and chemical changes across treatments. Photographs were taken using a QImaging MicroPublisher 3.3 RTV camera attached to a Nikon Eclipse 50i microscope, under plain light and at 400× magnification.

IR spectra (Fig. 1) were generated on a PerkinElmer (Seer Green, Buckinghamshire, UK) Spectrum Two IR spectrometer, with a diamond cell ATR Two accessory. Spectra were collected using the PerkinElmer Spectrum software at 16 scans per sample. Background spectra were collected prior to each set of six replicates and automatically subtracted from each replicate. We analysed the spectra in two ways: with principal components analysis (PCA), and by measuring peak height ratios across treatments. PCA is an ordination technique that finds axes of maximum variation within the dataset, and thereby allows most of the variation within the dataset to be expressed in a minimal number of dimensions (Varmuz & Filzmoser, 2009). It is therefore a convenient way of comparing whole spectra from multiple samples. Prior to running the PCA, each spectrum was standardized to a zero mean and unit variance, by subtracting the mean value and dividing by the standard deviation (Duarte et al., 2004). This removes the effect of sample thickness on the absorbance spectra.

Peak heights, corresponding to specific functional groups, were measured using ThermoFisher TQ analyst software, relative to a linear baseline tied to each spectrum at 1900 and 3800 cm⁻¹. Peaks were measured as the maximum value in a predefined interval (Table 1) to allow for small movements in the position of the peaks on the absorbance spectra. We use ratios between peak heights to characterize sporopollenin chemistry, again to remove the potential impact of differing sample thickness on absolute absorbance values. UV-B absorbing compounds are detected in IR spectra via an absorbance peak that occurs near 1510 cm⁻¹, caused by the stretching
of C=O bands in the aromatic ring structure (Watson et al., 2007; Fraser et al., 2014b), and have previously been quantified via a ratio with the broad hydroxyl absorbance band that centres on 3300 cm⁻¹ (Fig. 1) (Lomax et al., 2008, 2012; Fraser et al., 2011). Following Steemans et al. (2010) and Fraser et al. (2014b), we also examine a number of other peak height ratios that provide direct information on the balance among aliphatic, aromatic and carboxyl functional groups. Specifically, we focus on the following ratios (Table 1, Fig. 1): aliphatic (vas CHn, 2925 cm⁻¹)/aromatic (νC=C, 1600 cm⁻¹), aliphatic (vas CHn, 2925 cm⁻¹)/aromatic (νC=O, 1510 cm⁻¹), aliphatic (vas CHn, 2925 cm⁻¹)/carboxyl (νC=O, 1710 cm⁻¹), and carboxyl (νC=O, 1710 cm⁻¹)/aromatic (νC=C, 1600 cm⁻¹). A second aliphatic peak at 2850 cm⁻¹ that represents symmetrical stretching of CHn groups was not included in the ratios, because changes in this peak correspond closely to those in the 2925 cm⁻¹ aliphatic peak (Figs 2 and S1).

To broaden out the relevance of our findings to other taxonomic groups, we conducted a more limited set of oxidation experiments on eight angiosperm (flowering plant) species. These are Artemisia tridentata Nuttall (sagebrush, Asteraceae), Betula fontinalis Sargent (birch, Betulaceae), Iva xanthifolia Nuttall (marsh elder, Asteraceae), Juglans nigra Linnaeus (walnut, Juglandaceae), Kochia scoparia (Linnaeus) Shrader (ragweed, Amaranthaceae), Populus tremuloides Michaux (aspen, Salicaceae), Secale cereale Linnaeus (rye, Poaceae), and Sorghum halepense (Linnaeus) Persoon (Johnson grass, Poaceae). All were sourced from Sigma-Aldrich. Only acetylosis for 10 min at 90°C was carried out on these taxa, because this is the most extreme treatment that is typical for non-fossil material (e.g. Traverse, 1988); there were no replicate samples. The eight angiosperm taxa were compared with similarly oxidized Lycopodium with both PCA and peak height ratios.

All data analysis was carried out in R version 3.1.0 (R Core Team, 2014). Supporting material for this article is available at http://www.geolsoc.org.uk/SUP18811, and includes R code for all analyses, the complete dataset in Tables S1–S6, and additional figures S1 and S2.

RESULTS

Physical changes

Lycopodium spores treated with cold acetylosis do not change obviously with longer durations, and remain similar to the untreated sample (Plate 1). Spores treated with hot acetylosis get progressively darker, and show limited damage to the outer reticulate sculpture after 10 min of oxidation. By 240 min the spores are dark brown and fractured, but are still fully recognizable as Lycopodium spores. Some slight increase in spore size (Johnson 1985) may also have occurred, but the statistical significance of this was not investigated. Cold nitric acid turns the spores yellow-brown and, although after 60 min only limited damage has occurred, by 240 min the spores have started to break up and combine together, forming more of a gel than a powder. This process occurs much more rapidly with heated nitric acid oxidation, and after just one minute visible damage has started to occur. After two minutes the spores have started to break down completely, and by 10 min the spore remnants have fully amalgamated. Whereas in the other three oxidation treatments there was no obvious reduction in the quantity of sample remaining, there is a large and immediate decrease with hot nitric acid, and after 60 min only a very thin film remains. There was only sufficient material remaining for study in five of the six replicates for the 60 min treatment, and not enough in any of the 120 and 240 min replicates. Results for hot nitric acid therefore only extend to 60 min.

Chemical changes

Whole spectrum changes. Samples treated with cold acetylosis show only subtle differences to untreated material (Figs 2A and S1). There are slight positive and negative shifts in absorbance peaks between 900 and 1300 cm⁻¹ that probably represent C–O bonds (Watson et al., 2007), and a slight decrease in the aliphatic peaks at 2925 and 2850 cm⁻¹, but there are no clear trends with increasing treatment durations. Applying heat to the acetylosis treatment (Figs 2B and S1) produces an immediate chemical shift with several peaks decreasing in size, most notably the aliphatic peaks but also the 1710 cm⁻¹ carboxyl peak, the 1510 cm⁻¹ aromatic peak, and C–O peaks at 1100 and 980 cm⁻¹. Increases in peak height occur at 1230, 1175 and 1025 cm⁻¹. The most obvious changes occur within two to three minutes of acetylosis, and progressively longer treatments produce only minor changes relating to a gradual simplification of the IR spectrum (Fig. S1). Oxidizing Lycopodium with cold nitric acid (Figs 2C and S1) also reduces the size of the aliphatic peaks but not to the same extent as hot acetylosis, and there is also a slight decrease in the size of the 3300 cm⁻¹ hydroxyl band. The carboxyl, aromatic² and aromatic³ peaks all increase in size. Applying heat (Figs 2D and S1) speeds up the chemical changes considerably, with a large increase in both the carboxyl and aromatic² peaks; the aromatic² peak also shifts position to c. 1550 cm⁻¹. The aromatic² peak disappears completely, and there is a large decrease in the size of the C–O peaks at c. 1120 and 990 cm⁻¹, and an ester peak at 1740 cm⁻¹ (Watson et al., 2007).
Explanations of Plate 1. Photomicrographs of *Lycopodium* spores oxidized using acetolysis and nitric acid at room temperature and at 90°C, after 1 min, 10 min, 60 min and 240 min. Insufficient material remained after 240 min of heated nitric acid, the lower right image shows untreated spores for comparison. Photographs taken at 400× magnification under plain light, scale bar 20 µm.

The first four PCA axes (Fig. 3) account for 90% of the total variance in the dataset; further axes were not examined. These four axes reveal clear differences in the IR spectra corresponding to oxidizing agent, temperature and time. Axis 1 (Fig. 3A) accounts for 48% of the variance in the dataset, and separates out nitric acid from acetolysis and the control samples, most obviously because of the increase in the 1710 cm⁻¹ carboxyl peak and the 1510 cm⁻¹ aromatic peak (Fig. S2). Axes 2, 3 and 4 respectively account for 23%, 12% and 6% of variance, and are all associated with both temperature and duration of oxidation. Axis 2 relates to a gradient in the height of the aliphatic peaks (Fig. S2) and there is a clear gradient from cold acetolysis to cold nitric, hot nitric and hot acetolysis, which causes the greatest aliphatic decrease (Fig. 2B). Axes 3 and 4 (Fig. 3B) relate to internal gradients in the nitric and acetolysis samples.
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Peak height ratios. The aromatic\textsuperscript{b}/hydroxyl ratio (the basis of the UV-B flux proxy) remains similar to the control samples when treated with cold acetolysis, even after 240 min (Fig. 4A). When treated with hot acetolysis (Fig. 4B) there is a reduction to just over 50\% of the untreated ratio after one minute. This remains stable to 10 min of treatment, but by 30 min there is a shift to increasing ratio levels. Treatment with cold nitric (Fig. 4C) increases the ratio up until 60 min, after which it decreases. With hot nitric acid (Fig. 4D) the pattern is one of an initial increase at one minute, followed by a gradual decrease, caused by a movement of the aromatic\textsuperscript{b} peak to higher wavenumbers and out of the measurement range (Fig. 2). The changes in the aromatic\textsuperscript{b}/hydroxyl ratio are largely down to shifts in the aromatic\textsuperscript{a} peak height and position; the hydroxyl peak is relatively stable across the treatments (Fig. 2).

For the other ratios that we consider (Fig. 5), treatment with cold acetolysis has very little effect, with no clear trends with increasing durations. Hot acetolysis tends to decrease the size of the ratios quickly, except for the carboxyl/aromatic\textsuperscript{a} ratio which only decreases after 30 min of treatment. Similarly cold nitric acid decreases the ratios except in the case of the carboxyl/aromatic\textsuperscript{b} ratio, which increases with increasing treatment durations. Hot nitric acid speeds this process up so that initial decreases are generally followed by increases above the untreated ratio levels. In most cases, and especially for the shorter durations, there is limited variability among replicates, with oxidation having a consistent impact on the peak height ratios (Fig. 5).

Oxidation and angiosperm pollen. The effect of 10 min of hot acetolysis is uniform across the eight angiosperm taxa in this study (Fig. 6). In each case there is a slight decrease in the size of the hydroxyl and aliphatic peaks, and at 1075 and 980 cm\textsuperscript{-1}. Large increases occur in the 1710 cm\textsuperscript{-1} carboxyl peak and at 1230, 1175 and 1025 cm\textsuperscript{-1}. Peak height ratios change less in the angiosperm taxa than in the Lycopodium samples (Fig. 7), except in the case of the ratios that we consider (Fig. 5), treatment with cold acetolysis has very little effect, with no clear trends with increasing durations. Hot acetolysis tends to decrease the size of the ratios quickly, except for the carboxyl/aromatic\textsuperscript{b} ratio which only decreases after 30 min of treatment. Similarly cold nitric acid decreases the ratios except in the case of the carboxyl/aromatic\textsuperscript{a} ratio, which increases with increasing treatment durations. Hot nitric acid speeds this process up so that initial decreases are generally followed by increases above the untreated ratio levels. In most cases, and especially for the shorter durations, there is limited variability among replicates, with oxidation having a consistent impact on the peak height ratios (Fig. 5).
of the carboxyl/aromatic and the aliphatic/carboxyl ratios where the pronounced increase in the angiosperm carboxyl peak leads these ratios to increase and decrease, respectively.

A PCA (Fig. 8) of the untreated and acetolysized angiosperm and *Lycopodium* samples reveals chemical differences related to both oxidation and plant group. The first PCA axis accounts for 58% of the variance, and separates out the acetolysed (negative scores) from the untreated samples (positive scores), with the angiosperm taxa occurring at either extreme of the axis and the *Lycopodium* samples being closer to zero. Axis 2 accounts for 23% of the variation, and shows a clearer differentiation between the acetolysed and untreated *Lycopodium* samples than is shown on axis 1, and separates out the angiosperm (negative scores) and *Lycopodium* (positive scores) samples.

**DISCUSSION**

These experiments demonstrate that oxidation not only affects the physical nature of sporomorphs, but that the chemical signature is altered both through the isolation of the exine, and through changes to the chemical structure of sporopollenin. These results are therefore important for understanding how sporomorph and sporopollenin chemistry can be used as palaeoclimatic and taxonomic tools under different processing and taphonomic regimes.

Some chemical changes are common across different oxidizing agents and taxonomic groups. The aliphatic peaks decrease consistently, although this occurs most severely with *Lycopodium* under hot acetolysis. This leads to an overall decrease in peak height ratios (Fig. 5) where the 2925 cm⁻¹ aliphatic peak is the numerator (i.e. aliphatic/carboxyl, aliphatic/aromatic, aliphatic/aromatic). There are also consistent decreases in C–O peaks at 1100 and 980 cm⁻¹, which can probably be related to the loss of the cellulose-based intine (Domínguez *et al*., 1998). The 1710 cm⁻¹ carboxyl peak decreases in size for *Lycopodium* under hot acetolysis, but with nitric acid and with the angiosperm taxa this peak increases. While the aromatic peak at 1510 cm⁻¹ decreases under acetolysis for both *Lycopodium* and the angiosperm taxa, this peak both increases and shifts to c. 1560 wave-numbers with increasing nitric acid treatment (Figs 2 and S1). Domínguez *et al* (1998) attributed the presence of new absorbance peaks at c. 1250 and 1050 cm⁻¹ in acetolysized *Betula alba* pollen to the formation of new C–O bonds during acetolysis. Consistent with this, in both *Lycopodium* and the angiosperm taxa new peaks emerged at 1220, 1175 and 1025 cm⁻¹, although a new peak also appeared at 1060 cm⁻¹ following oxidation with nitric acid.

Treating *Lycopodium* with acetone produces no obvious chemical change (Figs 3–5), which is consistent with earlier findings by Watson *et al* (2007). Similarly, cold acetolysis does very little

---

**Fig. 3.** Principal components analysis plots of oxidized *Lycopodium* samples. (A) PCA axes 1 and 2; (B) PCA axes 3 and 4. Light grey circles denote acetolysed samples; dark grey circles denote samples oxidized with nitric acid; open circles denote oxidation at room temperature; filled circles denote oxidation at 90°C; diagonal crosses denote untreated samples; vertical crosses denote samples treated with acetone. Size of circles is proportional to length of treatment. Percentages in parentheses are the percentage of variation in the data explained by each PCA axis.
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Fig. 4. Box plots of the aromaticb/OH (=1510/3300 cm⁻¹) peak height ratio for each oxidation type and duration. For each group of samples the thick horizontal line shows the median, the ends of the box show the lower and upper quartiles, the whiskers show the extremes of the data up to 1.5 times the interquartile range, and individual data points show any outliers beyond this. (A) Acetolysis at room temperature; (B) acetolysis at 90°C; (C) nitric acid at room temperature; (D) nitric acid at 90°C. In each case the untreated and acetone samples are shown for comparison.
P. E. Jardine et al.

enough to leave the exine UAC content unchanged. Similarly, acetolysis should be appropriate for calibrating modern and fossil UAC concentrations. New C–O bonds formed during acetolysis (Domínguez et al., 1998) do not affect the measurement of UAC concentrations using FTIR, because these are limited to the 1250–1000 cm–1 part of the spectrum, and therefore do not interfere with the 1510 cm–1 aromatic peak or the 3300 cm–1 hydroxyl peak.

Oxidation with nitric acid causes the aromatic peak to increase in size and move to higher wavenumbers. For processing procedures using nitric acid at room temperature for a matter of minutes (e.g. Jardine et al., 2012) this is unlikely to cause problems because chemical changes are limited (Figs 2, 4 and 5). With increasing time and/or heat, however, the large shift in the position of this peak means that the measurement range will have to be increased to c. 1560 cm–1, and it may make chemical changes associated with ambient UV-B impossible to recover with FTIR spectroscopy.

Taxonomic studies are likely to focus on whole spectra (Pappas et al., 2003; Zimmermann, 2010) or a subsection of it (Dell’Anna et al., 2009). These results show that while there is an obvious chemical separation between untreated Lycopodium and angiosperm samples, as would be expected if sporomorph chemistry contains a phylogenetic signal, acetolysis tends to reduce the difference between them. The angiosperm taxa also became less chemically distinct from each other after acetolysis, plotting closer together in ordination space than the untreated samples did. This suggests that some of the chemical taxonomic signal occurs external to the exine, and the loss of these compounds reduces discriminatory power of sporomorph chemistry. The addition of C–O bonds during acetolysis (Domínguez et al., 1998) in all taxa further homogenized the FTIR spectra relative to untreated specimens, and it may be preferable to exclude these peaks from taxonomic analyses of acetolysed sporomorphs. Nevertheless, the major separation between Lycopodium and angiosperms is still

Fig. 5. Box plots of peak height ratios between aliphatic, aromatic and carboxyl peaks, for each oxidation type and duration. First row, aliphatic/aromatic a (=2925/1600 cm–1) ratio; second row aliphatic/aromatic b (=2925/1510 cm–1) ratio; third row, aliphatic/carboxyl (=2925/1710 cm–1) ratio; fourth row, carboxyl/aromatic a (=1710/1600 cm–1) ratio.
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present, suggesting that sporomorph chemistry has potential as a
taxonomic tool in the fossil record.

CONCLUSION

Oxidation is commonly used in palynological processing, and here
we have shown that if used carefully it does not have a detrimen-
tal effect upon sporopollenin chemistry. Acetolysis removes the
protoplasm, intine and outer compounds from sporomorphs but
leaves the exine relatively unchanged. While this is likely to
reduce sensitivity for UV-B estimation and taxonomic differentia-
tion compared to freshly harvested sporomorphs, it should have
little or no effect on fossil sporomorphs where only the exine
remains. Nitric acid is a more aggressive agent and, with suffi-
cient time and/or heat, breaks down the exine itself. However,
when used at room temperature and for limited periods the impact
on sporopollenin chemistry is predictable and limited and, for this
and heated acetolysis, 10 min is a sensible absolute maximum for
treatment. Heated nitric acid should be avoided for studies of spo-
romorph chemistry, because this rapidly destroys the exine and
fundamentally alters the chemical signal. Given the chemical dif-
ferences between freshly harvested and oxidized sporomorphs,
either through isolation of the exine or alterations to it, it will be
important in future studies to fully document the processing

Fig. 6. Difference plots for angiosperm taxa, showing the acetolysed
spectrum minus the untreated spectrum. Grey dashed line = 0 (i.e.
no difference between oxidized and untreated spectra). Samples were
acetolysed at 90°C for 10 min.

Fig. 7. Changes in peak height ratios for angiosperm taxa. Ratios for untreated samples are shown on the x-axis, ratios for acetolysed samples
(at 90°C for 10 min) are shown on the y-axis, the grey dashed line equals no difference between untreated and acetolysed samples. At, Artemisia
tridentata; Bf, Betula fontinalis; Ix, Iva xanthifolia; Jn, Juglans nigra; Ks, Kochia scoparia; Pt, Populus tremuloides; Sc, Secale cereale; Sh, Sorghum
halepense. Black square denotes mean acetolysed Lycopodium ratio, error bars are 1 standard deviation.
methods used, so that UV-B reconstructions and taxonomic spectra can be properly calibrated and interpreted.
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